To promote the development of two-dimensional (2D) photonic crystals (PCs) based refractive-index (RI) biosensors, there is an urgent requirement of an effective approach to improve the RI sensitivity of 2D PCs (usually less than 500 nm/RIU). In this work, the photonic band gap (PBG) feature and the corresponding RI sensitivity of the air-ring type 2D annular PCs (APCs) have been studied in detail. Such type of 2D PCs can easily and apparently improve the RI sensitivity in comparison with conventional air-hole type 2D PCs that have been widely studied in previous works. This is because the APCs can naturally exhibit suppressed up edge of PBG that can strongly affect the final RI sensitivity. In general, an enhanced sensing performance of as high as up to 2~3 times RI sensitivity can be obtained from pure 2D APCs. Such high RI sensitivity is also available in three typical waveguides developed from pure 2D APCs. Furthermore, a new conception of dual-polarization RI biosensors has been proposed by defining the RI sensitivity as the difference of crossing relative sensitivity of up-edge PBG between different polarizations. Based on pure 2D APCs, a dual-polarization RI biosensor with high RI sensitivity of ~1190 nm/RIU in infrared range was also presented as an example.
Introduction
Refractive-index (RI) biosensors are a representative type of label-free optical biosensors which have attractive applications in biomedical research, healthcare, pharmaceuticals, environmental monitoring and so on [1] . It is well-known that the most important two parameters to evaluate the performance of biosensors are sensitivity and detection limit (DL). In most cases, the sensitivity of an optical RI-based biosensor can be roughly defined as the shift of optical signal (such as wavelength, intensity or phase) in response to the change of RI in analyte. For instance, if the wavelength shift is considered the units of sensitivity can be usually written as nm/RIU, where RIU is the refractive index units. Accordingly, the DL is defined as the minimum resolvable RI change (in units of RIU) that can be detected by the sensor and it can be written as DL = δ/S, where S is the sensitivity and δ is the signal resolution of the optical spectrum analyzer corresponding to wavelength, intensity or phase. DL in units of RIU enables a rough comparison of the sensing capability among different optical technologies and structures. Sometimes, in many biomedical experiments, it is difficult or even impossible to determine the RI change in analyte. In these cases, the DL is usually defined as the surface total mass (in units of pg), the surface mass density (in units of pg/mm 2 ), or the sample concentration (in units of ng/mL or molarity).
In the past decade, RI-based biosensor development has been a fascinating and fast-paced area. The typical RI-based biosensor includes: (1) surface plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensors [2, 3] ; (2) interferometer-based biosensors [4] ; (3) optical waveguide based biosensors [5] ; (4) optical ring resonator based biosensors [6] ; (5) optical fiber based biosensors [7] ; and (6) photonic crystals (PCs) based biosensors [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Note that it is common that an optical label-free sensor involves two or more optical structures mentioned above to enhance its sensing performance. Among these RI-based biosensors, the SPR biosensors were first studied and have been commercially applied (such as Biacore 2000). The SPR biosensors usually can show very high RI sensitivity (about several thousand nm/RIU) and much low DL (10 -5 -10 -8 RIU) [1] . Recently, as a representative one of the new types of biosensors, PCs have gathered more and more interests from the researchers since they own some attractive features. One crucial feature is the strong field confinement in the photonic band gap (PBG) that can support strong light-matter interactions with a substance of interest. This feature is quite useful when sensing purpose of small amount or low density of analytes is proposed. Another crucial feature of PCs for bio-sensing application is their compact structure and natural micro channels that make them to be an ideal platform for microfluidic or optofluidic lab-on-chip technologies [18, 21] . The PCs-based biosensors can be further divided into four sub types, i.e., one-dimensional (1D) PCs biosensors [9, 10] , two-dimensional (2D) PCs biosensors [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , three-dimensional (3D) PCs biosensors [19] , and photonic crystal fiber biosensors [20] . However, as compared to SPR biosensors, the RI sensitivity and DL of PCs biosensors are still not satisfactory. In particular, 2D PCs biosensors have been paid much attention due to their relatively convenient in fabrication and compact structure for integration purpose, but their theoretical RI sensitivity is usually less than 500 arXiv:1405.5771
[physics.bio-ph] nm/RIU with DL (10 -2 -10 -5 RIU) [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] at near-infrared area.
The purpose of this paper is to report varies of new 2D PCs biosensors with obviously enhanced RI sensitivity based on 2D annular PCs (APCs). APCs were firstly reported by Kurt et al. [22] in 2005 and they are usually constructed by air rings embedded in a dielectric background or dielectric rings embedded in an air background. Compared with conventional air-hole or dielectric-rod type PCs, the most important feature of APCs is their natural capacity of well supporting both transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) polarization modes. This feature brings us more freedom to design kinds of polarization-insensitive devices [23] [24] [25] . Alternatively, APCs have also been used in RI sensing application. For instance, Säynätjoki et al. [26] have first mentioned the possibility of enhanced RI sensitivity by using 2D APCs instead of conventional 2D PCs. However, they did not give systematical investigations about it. Quite recently, Kurt et al. [27] reported a novel structure of RI biosensors by replacing one line of dielectric rods at the output surface of 2D PCs by one line of dielectric rings, which means a 1D dielectric-ring type APC. Their study shows that 1D dielectric-ring type APC can well support surface modes for bio-sensing application. Different from previous work, the present work will systematically investigate kinds of 2D air-ring type APCs based biosensors and show their enhanced RI sensitivity compared with present air-hole type 2D PCs biosensors. Moreover, we will present a new conception of dual-polarization 2D PCs biosensors based on pure APCs.
Mono-polarization 2D APCs biosensors

Enhanced RI Sensitivity in pure 2D APCs
In this section, we will discuss the enhanced RI sensitivity in pure 2D APCs. Before such discussion, it is better to firstly study the sensing properties of pure PCs for further comparison. It is well-known that the most important feature of PCs is the existence of PBG, during which the transmission of electromagnetic waves is forbidden. In general, the fundamental physical mechanism of pure PCs-based RI biosensors is the shift of PBG edge when RI of surrounding media is changed. Figure 1(a) shows the PBG response of TE-polarization mode to surrounding-RI change for conventional triangular-lattice hole-type Silicon (n Si = 12) 2D PCs with different air-hole radius. It can be found that for a specific air-hole radius, both up and bottom frequency edges will gradually decrease as surrounding RI increases, while the up frequency edge of PBG becomes more sensitive to the change of RI. As air-hole radius increases, which means the filling factor of air holes (defined as 2 2 2π / 3 R a ) increases, the up frequency edge of PBG will show a blue-shift response. These behaviors can be simply explained by the band-gap theory. For air-hole PCs, the up edge and bottom edge of a PBG usually correspond to the edge of air (with lower RI) band and dielectric (with higher RI) band respectively. Since the air bands are located at higher frequency range than dielectric bands, the PCs with larger filling factor of air holes will correspond to higher up frequency edge of PBG while the PCs with air holes filled by larger surrounding-RI media will draw the up frequency edge of PBG to lower frequency ranges. At the same time, if the RI of surrounding media reaches the maximum limitation of the formation of PBG (which is around n Si /1.5), the PBG will disappear and the sensing application will be unavailable. As a result, the up frequency edge shift can be used to define the RI sensitivity of pure PCs while the detection range of RI change is dominated by the existence of PBG. Figure 1(b) shows the corresponding response of up-edge sensitivity of PBG to surrounding-RI change. In particular, we define the relative RI sensitivity as:
Here, that the relative RI sensitivity will gradually increase (due to lower up-edge frequency of PBG) and finally reach at a steady level or only slightly drop down (due to the close of PBG) as the surrounding RI is linearly increased. Meanwhile, with the same surrounding RI, larger radius of air holes will show higher relative RI sensitivity. It is easy to make a conclusion that for conventional triangular-lattice hole-type PCs, a relatively large filling factor of air holes is recommended to get relatively high RI sensitivity. ) with fixed filling factor (32.65%) and different outer and inner radius of air rings, the corresponding response of up-edge sensitivity of PBG to surrounding-RI change. The inset shows the sensitive ratio between different 2D APCs (filling factor is 32.65% while both R and r/R vary) and conventional hole-type 2D PCs when the same filling factor 32.65% (i.e., R=0.3a) is considered. Now let's turn our attentions to pure 2D APCs. We consider an air-ring type of 2D APCs as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(a) . The outer and inner radius of air rings is represented by R and r respectively. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , when R is fixed to be 0.3a the APC with lager inner/outer radius ratio r/R will show lower up-edge frequency of PBG. Such behavior is obviously due to the decrease of filling factor of air rings (defined as 2 2 2 2π [1 ( / ) ] / 3 R r R a  ) according to above-mentioned PBG theory. The corresponding response of up-edge sensitivity of PBG to surrounding-RI change is plotted in Fig. 2(b) . In comparison with conventional PCs (r/R=0), the detection range of RI change for APCs will gradually shrink as r/R increases. This is due to the earlier close of PBG when r/R increases as shown in Fig.  2(a) . However, the APCs can show higher relative RI sensitivity during full detection range of RI change or in most detection range before a crossing with the curve of conventional PCs. Such crossing is also attributed to the unavoidable close of PBG. To see more detail about the enhanced RI sensitivity, the sensitivity ratio between APCs and conventional PCs (r/R=0) was calculated and shown in the inset of Fig.  2(b) . Compared with conventional PCs, an enhanced RI sensitivity as high as around two times can be obtained when r/R=0.8. It is believed that such enhanced RI sensitivity is attributed to the suppressed up frequency edge of PBG [seen in Fig.  2(b) ] that is in fact due to the phase contribution of additional dielectric rods in air holes. Similar studies were also systematically executed when a fixed inner/outer radius ratio r/R and a fixed filling factor of air rings were considered. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , when the inner/outer radius ratio r/R is fixed to be 0.6, APCs with different outer radius show very similar response of up-edge sensitivity of PBG to surrounding-RI change. The APCs with larger outer radius will show higher RI sensitivity but smaller detection range of RI change. Moreover, compared with conventional PCs with the same outer radius, APCs with larger outer radius will show lower sensitivity ratio. As shown in Fig. 3(b) , when the filling factor of air rings is fixed to be 32.65% (in case of R=0.375a and r/R=0.6), the same rule can be observed for both up-edge sensitivity and sensitivity ratio (see inset), that is APCs with larger outer radius will show higher RI sensitivity and sensitivity ratio. Compared with conventional PCs with the same filling factor (in case of R=0.3a and r/R=0), an enhanced RI sensitivity as high as around three times can be obtained when APCs with R=0.4201a and r/R=0.7 are considered. Such enhanced RI sensitivity can apparently improve the sensing capacity of PCs and make such type of RI-based biosensor more useful in practical application. Considering the requirements of both high sensitivity ratio and relatively large detection range of RI change, in section 2 we only consider the APCs structure with R=0.375a and r/R=0.6 as an example to show kinds of APCs-based biosensor designs working only for TE polarization.
For instance, if we just use pure 2D APCs with R=0.375a and r/R=0.6 as biosensor, we can make a transmission simulation with the help of finite-different time-domain (FDTD) method. Figure  4 gives a typical reflection spectrum of such APC when the lattice constant a is assumed to be 420 nm. Such APC can work in near-infrared area with wavelength sensitivity of ~738 nm/RIU.
Enhanced RI Sensitivity in 2D APCs-based waveguides
Besides pure PCs, another widely used PCs-based biosensor structure is photonic crystal waveguides (PCWs). The most characteristic spectral feature created by the PCWs is a transmission cut-off near the PBG. In this section, we will further investigate the RI Sensitivity in kinds of 2D APCs-based waveguides. In particular, we will present three typical structures of PCWs as examples.
The first typical structure of PCWs is PCW-W1, which is constructed by removing one line of air holes in pure PCs along the propagating direction of electromagnetic waves. Based on such conception, a typical annular PCW-W1 (APCW-W1) structure and its project band diagram are plotted in Fig. 5(a) . In similar with conventional PCW-W1, the APCW-W1 can show two fundamental TE-polarization modes, that is even mode and odd mode respectively. Both modes can be well confined in the line defect due to the PBG effect. When the RI of surrounding media varies, we only need to focus our attentions to the shift of up frequency edge of odd mode to investigate its RI sensing response. Figure 5 (b) presents the up-edge sensitivity of odd mode for both APCW-W1 and conventional PCW-W1 with the same filling factor 32.65%. In good agreement with our prediction, APCW-W1 can support about two times higher RI sensitivity than conventional PCW-W1. The typical transmission spectra of such APCW-W1 were also calculated by FDTD method by assuming the lattice constant a to be 420 nm. A wavelength sensitivity of ~511 nm/RIU can be obtained when RI changes. The second typical structure of PCWs is PCW-W3, which is constructed by removing three lines of air holes in pure PCs along the propagating direction of electromagnetic waves. For such type of PCWs, there will be higher-order modes in the project band diagram. So there will be no novel physical mechanism if we still use the up frequency edge of the highest mode to make a RI sensing application, and it is also not suitable to do such application due to the higher transmission loss and unavoidable modes crosstalk during higher-order modes. Recent study [16] shows that the PCW-W3 can own a sub mini gap between the fundamental even and odd modes. Such mini gap can be used for RI sensing application because it can bring a 'dig-hole' effect in the transmission spectrum. Based on this idea, we made a further investigation on the APCW-W3 structure by studying the shift of central normalized frequency ω c of the mini gap. As shown in Fig. 6(b) , the APCW-W3 can produce about two times higher shifting sensitivity of ω c than conventional PCW-W3 with the same filling factor 32.65%. However, it is not suitable to directly use such wavelength shift for RI sensing since the sensitivity is a bit lower than pure APCs or APC-W1. Instead of this, we can use the intensity shift at a particular wavelength since there is an apparent sharp dip in the transmission spectrum [seen in Fig.  6(b) The final typical structure of PCWs is PCW-slot, which is constructed by replacing one line of air holes with an air slot in pure PCs along the propagating direction of electromagnetic waves. Recently, such type of PCWs has been extensively studied since it has several advantages compared with conventional PCW-W1 waveguides. The key advantage of such type of PCWs is its strong confinement of light in air that can promote strong light-matter interactions with a substance of interest. The air slot can conveniently been filled with analytes of interest, which can be readily sensed by the optical field. Another important advantage is its single mode feature in the project band diagram. As shown in Fig. 7(a) , for an APCW-slot waveguide with filling factor 32.65%, there is only a fundamental slot mode during the PBG. Such single-mode property is very helpful for RI sensing because it can avoid the crosstalk between different modes. On the other hand, due to impendence mismatch, there will be a bit more coupling loss at the Silicon/air-slot interface. To decrease the coupling loss, a useful approach is optimizing the width of air slot (W) as well as the accession waveguides (S), the distance between air slot to accession waveguides (L), and modifying the configuration of PCW-slot at both input and output surfaces. As illustrated in the Fig. 7(a) , we can modify the input and output surfaces of an typical APCW-slot by removing 8 air-ring units and replacing 4 air-ring units by pure air holes with a larger diameter D. The final optimal design of such APCW-slot is: W=0.65a, S=4.49a, L=2.86a, D=0.45a. Figure 7(b) shows the corresponding transmission spectra of this APCW-slot when surrounding RI varies from 1.0 to 1.4. We can observe clear cutoff in the transmission spectra (attributed to single slot mode feature) and a high RI sensitivity of ~720 nm/RIU. Compared with APCW-W1 waveguide, such high RI sensitivity in APCW-slot is attributed to the combination of APCW and air-slot waveguide. From the inset of Fig. 7(b) , it can be clear found that the RI sensitivity of APCW-slot is influenced by the slot width. In particular, high RI sensitivity can be obtained when slot width is between 0.6a and 0.8a while the conventional PCW-slot waveguide will show an inverse behavior in this range. As a result, a large and robust sensitivity ratio of about 2.3 can be obtained in this range.
Dual-polarization APCs biosensors
It is well-known for 2D PCs that the air holes in the dielectric substrate highly favor the TE mode and the dielectric rods in the air medium highly favor the TM mode. In most of previous woks [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , studies on 2D PCs biosensors were focused on air-hole type and only TE polarization was considered. Compared with conventional 2D PCs, 2D APCs can well support both TE and TM modes because they are actually a combination of air-hole type and dielectric-rod type PCs. Based on such natural dual-polarization feature, we will present a new conception of dual-polarization RI biosensors by using pure 2D APCs.
Figures 8(a1) and 8(a2) show the TE and TM band diagrams of a conventional 2D PC (in case of R=0.45a and r/R=0) and a 2D APC (in case of R=0.45a and r/R=0.3), respectively. For conventional 2D PC, there is a small TM PBG (between 2nd and 3rd band) embedded in TE PBG (between 1st and 2nd band), while for 2D APC there is a TM PBG (between 3rd and 4th band) with overlapped area with TE PBG (between 1st and 2nd band) located at lower frequency area. As mentioned in section 2.1, the relative RI sensitivity of pure 2D PCs can be represented by up-edge shift of either TE or TM PBG. We calculated the corresponding relative RI sensitivity for both TE and TM polarizations as illustrated in the left inset of Fig.  8(b) . It can be found that TE polarization can show higher RI sensitivity than TM polarization for both conventional 2D PCs and 2D APCs, but the 2D PCs does not well support TM polarization compared with 2D APCs. As surrounding RI is increased to 1.3, the RI sensitivity will suffer an earlier termination due to the close of TM PBG. As a result, it is difficult to develop dual-polarization RI biosensors from conventional 2D PCs. Now, let's transfer our attention to 2D APCs. Based on such definition, we can find that the relative RI sensitivity of 2D APCs will be equal to the sum of relative sensitivity for TE and TM polarizations rather than the relative sensitivity for mono polarization. Moreover, for a specific 2D APC such dual-polarization working mechanism will not only show higher relative sensitivity but also own other two advantages that could not be found in mono-polarization type. One advantage is that it will make the comparison of up-edge shift of PBG more convenient due to apparent separation of up-edge PBG between TE and TM polarizations when slight RI of ambient varies. Another critical advantage is that it will show more steady relative sensitivity when surrounding RI varies. As illustrated in the right inset of Fig. 8(b Fig. 2 and Fig.  3 ], this advantage in fact can make the RI sensitivity suffer less influence from the close of PBG. We have made more calculations by comparing the dual-polarization relative sensitivity for different 2D APCs when R, r/R, or filling factor of air rings is fixed respectively. In particular, when R is fixed [seen in Fig. 8 
(b)] 2D
APCs with larger r/R will show higher relative sensitivity in most area of RI detection range, while when r/R or filling factor is fixed [seen in Fig. 8(c) ] 2D APCs with relatively large R can support higher dual-polarization RI sensitivity. Finally, to verify the conception of dual-polarization RI biosensors, we give a specific FDTD simulation of the reflection spectra for a 2D APC when R=0.47a (a=540 nm) and air-ring filling factor is 61.71%. As shown in Fig.  8(d) , when surrounding RI varies from 1.3 to 1.4 it is easy to find a cut-off wavelength difference of ~458 nm between TE 1.3 and TM 1.4 and a cut-off wavelength difference of ~577 nm between TE 1.4 and TM 1.3 . This will bring a dual-polarization RI sensitivity of ~1190 nm/RIU in near-infrared area.
Conclusion
In summary, we have systematically investigated the RI sensitivity of 2D APCs. The results show that 2D APCs can support apparently enhanced RI sensitivity compare with conventional 2D PCs. For instance, compare with conventional 2D PCs with air-hole filling factor of 32.65% (in case of R=0.3a), the pure 2D APCs with the same air-ring filling factor can show as high as up to 2~3 times RI sensitivity. This attractive feature of 2D APCs is attributed to the suppressed up frequency edge of PBG when additional dielectric rods are introduced into air holes. Based on a specific 2D APC with R=0.375a and r/R=0.6, we have further investigated three typical waveguides, that is APCW-W1, APCW-W3, and APCW-W1, APCW-slot to develop sorts of possible APCs RI biosensors with satisfactory performance. In particular, the APCW-W3 can exhibit a quite low RI detecting limitation of ~3.9×10 -5 RIU while the APCW-slot can show a high RI sensitivity of ~720 nm/RIU for bio-sensing applications in infrared range. Moreover, we have proposed a new conception of dual-polarization RI biosensors by calculating the difference of crossing relative sensitivity of up-edge PBG between TE and TM polarizations. Such dual-polarization RI biosensors can show an enhanced relative sensitivity that is in fact equal to the sum of relative sensitivity for two polarizations. A dual-polarization RI biosensor based on pure 2D APCs was finally verified to show a high RI sensitivity of ~1190 nm/RIU in infrared range. Besides pure PCs and PCWs, the physical concept of this work can also be easily extended to PCs cavities, such as 1D [9] or 2D [16] [17] [18] PCs microcavities developed from APCs. It is strongly encouraged that other groups in related with biosensors or chemical sensors can do further experiments to demonstrate the enhanced RI sensitivity in APCs-based micro/nano devices.
